Constructing a Mouse Oct4 Promoter/EGFP Vector, as a Whole-Cellular Reporter to Monitor the Pluripotent State of Cells
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Abstract

Background: The transcription factor Oct-4, is an important marker of undifferentiating level and a key regulating factor for maintenance of pluripotency in cells. Establishment of an Oct-4 promoter-based reporter system is an appropriate tool for monitoring the differentiation of embryonic stem cells both in vivo and in vitro.

Methods: In the present study, we report construction of a recombinant vector, pDB2 Oct4 promoter/EGFP, in which expression of Enhanced Green Fluorescent Protein (EGFP) was controlled by the mouse Oct-4 promoter.

Results: In transfected mouse embryonic stem cells with this vector, EGFP was predicted to be specifically expressed in pluripotency state. After transfection, high-level expression of EGFP under the control of Oct-4 promoter was observed in manipulated embryonic stem cells.

Conclusion: Thus, our new cellular reporter showed that both the properties of embryonic cells and expression the EGFP could be of great help in studying the differentiating and reprogramming mechanisms of mESCs.
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Introduction

A new potential research area has been developed in the field of stem cell research, since the creation of inducible stem cells in 2006 1, which enables identifying critical genes and factors responsible for stem cell reprogramming. Moreover, a large number of methods and reports have been described to study the pluripotency state in the stem cells 2. The pluripotency, which is a fascinating feature of stem cells, is controlled through gene expression regulation by several transcription factors including Oct-4 (POU transcription factor), Sox2, Klf4, and c-Myc 1,3.

Among these transcription factors, Oct-4 is one of the well-characterized transacting elements, and is sufficient to generate pluripotent stem cells independently 4. In fact, the Oct-4 is a protein of Pit-Oct-Unc family 5.
which is characterized by exclusive expression in blastomeres, in the inner cell mass of the blastocyst, and in the germ cell lineage. Although Oct-4 is expressed initially in all blastomeres, its expression is decreased during gastrulation, when cells differentiate into the three germ layers, and there is no apparent expression in somatic lineages. Interestingly, Oct4 is dispensable for both self-renewal and maintenance of somatic stem cells in the adult mammal cells. Moreover, the expression level of Oct-4 shows the dual role of Oct4 in cell differentiation, and Oct4 not only acts on the control of pluripotency, but also regulates differentiation programs in embryonic cells, according to its level of expression. Therefore, Oct-4 expression must be closely regulated, as any little change in its expression triggers differentiation state of the cells.

Thus, the regulation of Oct-4 expression using different (bio)-chemical agents and its effects on downstream cellular events remains as an interesting research field in manipulation of cellular fates. Furthermore, understanding the molecular events of Oct-4 expression under the influence of different drugs would be required for drug screening, in the term of medicinal experiments. The expression of Oct-4 is regulated by Oct-4 gene promoter whose structure has been studied extensively. It was reported that the Oct-4 gene regulatory region consists of at least three upstream elements. Moreover, in mouse, it was proposed that there are several important elements in the Oct-4 promoter including putative Sp1/Sp3 binding site, overlapping hormone responsive element, and a repeated motif (CCCA/TCCC) may be involved in Oct-4 expression regulation. Currently, Oct-4 expression analysis under the control of respective promoter is considered as the most valid marker for epigenetic reprogramming and pluripotency state analyses. Furthermore, the expression of Oct4 usually is studied by several methods, including:

1) PCR-based technologies: The analysis of Oct-4 expression was extensively carried out using different PCR strategies such as semi-quantitative RT-PCR and real time PCR, 2) Blotting techniques: Both southern and western blot analyses were used for the expression studies of Oct4 at RNA and protein levels, respectively, 3) Cell imaging: The expression of Oct-4 in intact cells was shown using different reports like luciferase and GFP under the control of Oct-4 promoter.

Although the analyses of expression by PCR or blotting methods are effective techniques, especially when an unknown system is being studied, these methods are time-consuming and usually need the destruction of cell or tissue integrity. While, imaging technology is an interesting method that provides a fast and real-time protocol for studying the cell differentiation-promoting agents. Using the same approach, a cell line of the mouse embryonic stem cells (mESCs)-Royan B1-was-stably transfected with the EGFP under the control of the Oct4 promoter, to produce a whole-(mESCs) cell bio-reporter.

**Materials and Methods**

**Genomic PCR and T/A cloning**

Genomic DNA was extracted from mouse mesenchymal cells using the genomic DNA extraction kit (Bioneer, Korea) according to the protocol.

In order to amplify mouse Oct-4 promoter, three set of primers were designated based on the sequence data for Oct-4 promoter (NCBI data for mouse chromosome 17, region: 21834554-21836862) (Table 1). Oligonucleotide primers were ordered from Metabion Company (Germany). The genomic DNA was used as template for the Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR). Utilizing Ex taq DNA polymerase (TaKaRa, Japan) two sets of PCR were carried out primary amplifications of the two DNA fragments with the size of 1221 and 1292 bp using F1 and R1 primer set and F2 and R2 primer set, respectively. Both fragments were utilized as templates in the next step for SOE-PCR under the following conditions: initial denaturation at 94°C for 5 min,
25 cycles of 94°C for 1 min, 65°C for 2 min, and a final extension for 5 min at 72°C. Then, the primary PCR products were extracted using gel-extraction kit (Qiagen, Germany) to remove excess primers and templates, and the resulting fragments from the primary PCRs were mixed in a 1:1 molar ratio. Thus, the amount of DNA added to the second PCR (SOE-PCR) was approximately 100 ng. SOE-PCR conditions were similar with those of the primary PCRs, except that F1 and R2 primers were added to amplify a 2309 bp fragment of DNA. Finally, a nested PCR was performed using F3 and R3 primers with 2 µl the SOE-PCR product as a template. Thermal program was carried out based on the following conditions: 1 cycle of 5 min at 95°C as denaturation, 35 cycles of 1 min at 94°C, 1 min at 60°C and 2 min at 72°C and 1 final cycle of 15 min. at 72°C. Amplicon with expected size (2177 bp) was purified by gel extraction kit (Qiagen, Germany). The purified product was then cloned in a T/A cloning vector using T/A cloning kit and pTZ57/R cloning vector (Fermentas) according to the manual of the manufacturer. DH5α competent cells were transformed by the ligation mixture and positive colonies were screened on LB plates containing kanamycin (30 µg/ml). Colony PCR was performed using F1 and R1 primers to select bacterial colonies with the recombinant plasmids. Selected positive colonies were cultured overnight and recombinant plasmids were purified by MiniPrep Kit (Qiagen) and sequenced (Metabion company, Germany) to ensure the accurate cloning of Oct4 promoter without any mutation.

**Mouse embryonic stem cells (mESCs) culture and transfection**

Royan B1, mESCs derived from the C57BL/6 strain of mouse were grown on a feeder layer of the primary Mouse Embryonic Fibroblasts (MEF) in tissue culture flasks. Cells were maintained in ESCs medium that consisted of DMEM (Gibco) containing 15% fetal bovine serum (Gibco), 0.1 mM β-mercaptoethanol (Sigma), 2 mM glutamine (Gibco), 0.1 mM non-essential amino acids (Sigma) and 1000 IU/ml leukemia inhibitory factor (Chemicon).

Transient transfection of mESCs was performed by electroporation. Approximately
3.5×10^6 of mESCs were re-suspended in PBS buffer (250 μl) and mixed with the recombinant plasmids, including Oct-4 promoter/EGFP (10 μg) and negative control. Moreover, pCMVInt (10 μg) was added to each tube to perform co-transfection. Each cell/DNAs mixture was transferred into an electroporation cuvette (4 mm gap) and pulsed in the gene pulser using the following conditions: U=280 V, C=500 μF.

After electroporation, mESCs were allowed to spread on pre-coated gelatin-plastic flasks containing mitomycin C-inactivated feeder layer of primary cultures of mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEF) in ESC medium containing G418 (Sigma, USA). Cell culture incubation was performed for 10 days in a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2 at 37°C. Finally, the preliminary screening was carried out for pDB2/Oct-4 promoter by PCR.

Transient and stable cell line
Two independent G418-resistant colonies were picked up, cultured and routinely passaged every 2 days in ESCs medium containing 100 μM G418 (Invitrogen). After 4 passages, G418-resistant ESCs were obtained and grown on a feeder layer of primary mouse embryonic fibroblasts. Genomic DNA of the stable cell lines were extracted using genomic DNA extraction kit and the presence of the EGFP was shown in both Oct4 promotor/EGFP and Δ promoter/EGFP by PCR.

Fluorescence microscopy and flow cytometry analysis
The percentage of GFP expressing cells and fluorescence intensity was assessed by flow cytometry. Control cells, Δ promoter/EGFP cells, were used to determine the average number of GFP-positive cells. For the flow cytometry analysis, the ESCs were isolated from MEFs by treatment of the cells with trypsin-ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid (EDTA) solution (Gibco). The supernatant containing cells was then collected and centrifuged (6 min, 1,200 rpm). The isolated cells were resuspended (5×10^5 cells/ml in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and assessed by a flow cytometer (Becton Dickinson) at 488 nm. Acquired data were then analyzed using Win MDI software.

Results
In this study, a new whole-cell bio-reporter based on mouse embryonic stem cell, Royan B1, and EGFP under the control of Oct-4 promoter was developed, and its initial functionality was shown using the fluorescence microscopy and flow cytometry. The new bio-reporter may be used for screening the effect of cell differentiating agents as well as the effect of drugs on Oct-4 expression.

Isolating the Oct-4 promoter and cloning
To obtain the sequence of the basic elements of Oct-4 promoter, several sets of PCR on the basis of the DNA sequence of mouse mesenchymal cells were carried out using designated primer pairs (Figures 1A and B). Several fragments were obtained by SOE-PCR. Fragment 1 consists of 1221 bp (Figure 1C, left hand panel, Frag 1) which corresponds to the upstream part of the Oct-4 promoter. Fragment 2 contains 1292 bp, which includes both repeated motif (CCC A/T CCC) and putative consensus sequence for Sp1 (Figure 1C, left hand panel, Frag 2). Finally, the full-length of Oct-4 promoter was amplified by nested PCR using cloning primers. Amplicon was approximately 2.17 kb and it was extracted from agarose gel. Then it was inserted into the T/A vector and was sequenced (Figure 1C, right hand panel, Frag 3). The sequence has shown 100% identity to Oct-4 promoter sequence (GenBank accession no. NT_039649.7). Finally, cloning of the amplicon was achieved by insertion into pDB2 vector in place of CMV promoter. The recombinant vector was named pDB2-Oct4 (Figure 2A).

Bacterial colony insert check on the transformed colonies was evident that two independent colonies out of ten colonies contained the recombinant vector, pDB2-Oct4 (Figure 2B). This recombinant expression vector encoding the EGFP reporter gene in conjunction with Oct-4 transcriptional response element was a reporter cassette user extracted and
In order to develop an Oct-4 based cellular reporter line as a pluripotency marker, mESCs, Royan/B1 cells were transfected with aforementioned reporter cassette using a non-viral strategy, which a reporter embryonic cell line was created. Transfection was carried out using both user pCMVInt and the reporter construct, and the transient cells were obtained with high efficiency (data not shown). Cells were screened by PCR and RT-PCR to confirm the presence of GFP (data not shown). Positive colonies were passaged four times in the presence of G418 to generate stably transfected cell line. The results showed that reporter cassette was able to express both EGFP and G418 resistance coding sequences for selection in mouse ES cells.

**Live cell imaging**

To confirm that the new reporter from mESCs is functional, live cell imaging was performed. Both the stable mESCs and control cell lines were grown in pre-coated gelatin-plastic flasks containing feeder layer of neomycin resistance MEFs in ESC medium which were utilized at 80-90% of confluency. The ability of the new cell reporter to produce detectable signal was assayed using the fluorescence microscopy. Interestingly, large number of cellular reporter expressed EGFP under the control of Oct4, and were imaged under fluorescence microscopy as shown in figure 3A. The results indicated that the screened Oct-4 promoter/EGFP cell line was the clonal population that exhibits the strongest expression in comparison to the control and interestingly retains the embryonic features of the parental Royan/B1 cells.

**Flow cytometry analysis**

The quantitative studies of the new Oct-4 based gene reporter was carried out using the flow cytometry. Both the new cell reporter and control cell [stably transformed with pDB2 (∆ promoter/EGFP) plasmid] lines were treated by trypsin and assayed using a FACS with excitation at 488 nm for EGFP. The results were collected at 530/30 nm and the expression efficiency of EGFP in Royan/B1 cell was analyzed using WinMDI 2.9 software. As shown in figure 3B, the stably cellular reporter line that constitutively expressed EGFP could be detected with strong signal

---

**Figure 1.** Position of the fragments and PCR products during the constructing of Oct-4 promoter. A) The orientation of the primers used for the amplification of each fragment is indicated by arrows; B) Schematic representation for the PCRs for cloning various parts of Oct-4 promoter; C) Product band for each fragment after electrophoresis is shown. Frag1 (1221 bp) and 2 (1292 bp) are the products of first and second rounds of PCR which were used as templates for the SOE-PCR to amplify the Frag 3 as the respective product with the length of 2309 bp. M is 100 bp ladder (Fermentas)
(up to 95%) by flow cytometry (Figure 3B). The results were consistent with the results obtained from fluorescence microscopy which serves as a qualitative index of Oct4 activity, and it seems that the new reporter system—Royan B1 Oct4/EGFP—allows analyzing the effect of differentiation-prompting agents with high efficiency.

**Discussion**

The whole-cell reporters for studying components such as differentiation promoting agents, apoptosis inducer factors and small metabolites are potentially useful tools for the real-time monitoring of cellular events. In this study, we created a new cell reporter from mESC for cell imaging. The specific nature of this new reporter is a simple alternative to in vitro methods like real-time PCR and blotting, which are relatively time-consuming and need cell disruption. The new cellular reporter consists of user promoter from Oct-4 promoter fused to EGFP.

It was reported that Oct-4 is critically involved in the self-renewal of undifferentiated embryonic stem cells, and expression of this transcription factor is regarded as the most valid and common marker for epigenetic reprogramming and pluripotency, both in vivo and in vitro. Moreover, it was proposed that the full-length Oct-4 promoter has two critical domains which are important for Oct4 regulation. In order to obtain an efficient reporter for pluripotency, a 2.1 kb fragment containing key response elements of Oct-4 was ligated by the flank of EGFP (Figure 2). Therefore, the new reporter cassette may provide a powerful tool to study cell differentiation-promoting agents.

Moreover, considering EGFP as a reporter has several advantages comparing to other bioluminescent reporters. In fact, the protein accumulation of EGFP as a reporter of gene expression could be directly observable in living cells. Especially, it lacks the requirement for an exogenous cofactor or substrate. Therefore, the assay of Royan B1 Oct4/EGFP as a cellular reporter could simplify the required strategies.

Non-viral transfection strategy based on φC31 integrase system was adopted for the integration of the reporter cassette into the genome of Royan /B1 cells. In comparison to other conventional methods such as lentiviral vectors or non-integrating vectors, this system is fast, efficient and non invasive. Moreover, compared to other non-specific methods previously reported for integration, the obtained cell line shows a high level expression of EGFP (Figure 3A). It was reported that the integration of gene cassette using φ C31 integrase is specific and probably carried out in exonic locations. These areas are probably more suitable for the expression of the interested sequences and may describe the high efficiency of EGFP expression in Royan/ B1 cells.

Moreover, flow cytometric studies showed that the cellular reporter expressed EGFP under the control of Oct-4 promoter up to 95% (Figure 3B). Therefore, the new cellular

---

![Figure 2. A) Schematic map of the Oct-4 promoter/EGFP cassette in pDB2 vector; B) Bacterial colony insert check on transformed colonies was evident that two independent colonies out of ten colonies contained recombinant vector as described in the text. M is 100 bp ladder (Fermentas)](images/figure2.png)
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Conclusion

One of the major properties of stem cells is self-renewal property which exerts continuous tissue and cell regeneration for the persistence of tissue homeostasis and repair. Oct-4 has important role for this feature of stem cells. Therefore, Oct-4 promoter-based reporter system provides an opportunity for studying the differentiating levels of embryonic stem cells, and for considering the effect of biochemical agents on differentiation. mESCs Oct4/EGFP is a whole-cell reporter for assay Oct-4 promoter activity. This new reporter system is functional and can be studied by both fluorescence microscopy and flow cytometry. The reporter is unique in respect to high level expression of EGFP and provides a high-sensitivity tool for further analysis and it seems it may have a potential application for high-throughput screening of drugs.
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